Abstract-We show the feasibility of using Erasure Codes (ECs) for reliable communication in strongly energy-constrained sensor network applications. In particular, we aim at observing group dynamics of bats in their natural habitat. Bats are to be equipped with ultra-light sensor nodes to continuously monitor contacts between each other and to track their flights. This data needs to be uploaded to a stationary ground network whenever a bat comes into communication range. As the quality of this communication link is fluctuating, reliability improvement techniques need to be implemented. ECs allow to enhance the reliability of data transmissions with only a marginal overhead. After showing the improvements using ECs in simulation, we now implemented the full system using a prototype platform to study the general feasibility in a more realistic environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of sensor networking technology for wildlife monitoring already has quite some tradition, especially for non-intrusive long-term observations. The first projects relied on comparably large prototype sensor platforms. Examples include the Great Duck Island [1] or ZebraNet [2] . In more recent activities, heterogeneous sensor nodes have been used for tracking generic animals and endangered species such as Iberian lynx in the surrounding area of wildlife passages, which was built to establish safe ways for animals to cross transportation infrastructures [3] . This system allows target identification through the use of video sensors connected to strategically deployed nodes. From these successful approaches to wildlife monitoring using sensor networks, the community learned about hardware design issues, network management, and data collection techniques.
In the new BATS project 1 on monitoring the group dynamics of bats in their natural habitat, we go one step further and investigate potentials of ultra-low power sensor systems carried by the bats to monitor contacts between individuals and to track their routes. The aim of the project is to support biologists with their study on bats, one of the most protected species in European Union, to track their living habitats and social behaviors. Mouse-eared bats (Myotis myotis) are the main target [4] . The key challenge is that the animals weighting about 20 g can carry sensors of at most 2 g, which strongly limits the available energy budget.
The scenario employs mobile sensor nodes which are situated on bats and base nodes forming a stationary ground network as Once the data has been received by a base node it has to be stored temporarily inside the base network up until being requested by any of the nodes for further processing.
The most critical challenge is the channel quality, which may vary quickly due to the continuous movements of bats and the heterogeneous environment. Thus, the communication is in general assumed to be highly unreliable. Conventional reliability improving approaches such as full data replication or on-demand retransmission are too expensive or even not possible due to very strict network lifetime constraints [5] .
We propose the use of Erasure Codes (ECs) to improve the communication reliability between the mobile nodes and the base network [6] . ECs are Forward Error Corrections (FECs) for the erasure channel that enhances data transmission reliability by introducing redundancy, however, without the overhead of strict replication. The encoding process at the sender extends a group of k original packets to n packets by generating m = n − k linearly independent redundant packets. The decoding process at the receiver reverses this process if any k ≥ k out of n packets were successfully transmitted and is, therefore, able to recover the k original packets. As we have shown in previous work [7] , ECs offer a better performance with reduced costs compared to the simplistic approach of sending replica together with the original data.
In this demo, we present now a prototype implementation of the presented system based on off-the-shelf sensor nodes and standard laptop computers, since the target hardware is still under development at this moment. We improve the data transmission reliability with a Reed-Solomon code [8] , an optimal EC with k = k showing the best performance according to our previous work [7] .
II. EXPERIMENT SETUP
The experiment setup is depicted in Figure 2 . The system consists of three types of nodes. Mobile nodes, envisioned to be situated on bats, are realized with battery-powered TelosB sensor nodes. The base nodes, envisioned to be laid out in the habitat on the ground to form a stationary backbone network, are replaced by laptop computers for this demo. For demonstration purpose, one dedicated laptop acts as sink periodically pulling information from the base network and displaying collected information and statistical data.
Mobile nodes periodically broadcast beacons of one byte containing their unique identifiers to inform nearby mobile nodes about their existence. The interval between two beacons was set to be 1 s. Upon reception of a beacon, the receiving mobile node stores this information to build up a rendezvous table. Two beacons are considered to be received continuously if the difference of their arrival time is below a pre-defined threshold, which is set to twice the beacon sending interval.
With the envisioned use of multi-stage wake-up transceivers a mobile node powers-up the radio and initializes the data transmission when it is located within the transmission range of at least one base node. Since such a hardware platform is not available at this moment, we imitate the wake-up signal by a button push. We use the aforementioned Reed-Solomon code for the reliable transmission of this data, as the loss of complete contact information would be critical to the overall system's lifetime (data would have to be retransmitted accordingly). Since each row of the rendezvous table is sent in an individual packet, the number of table entries has to reach the predefined threshold k for encoding. A data packet has a size of 17 B, where 9 B are reserved for the payload containing either one table entry or redundant data produced by the encoding algorithm. The remaining overhead is formed by the mobile node's identifier of 1 B and the needed metadata of the EC.
Since all packets might be transmitted to different ground nodes, there is the need for an efficient and decentralized distributed data storage and lookup. A promising concept are Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) that are integrated with the routing protocol [9] , [10] . There exist various protocols for sensor networks providing standard DHT functionalities, however, most of them rely on globally valid topology information, need geographic location information, or do not take into consideration the physical position of nodes, which leads to increased routing paths. We selected the Virtual Cord Protocol (VCP) [10] , which overcomes these shortcomings. The nodes form a cord based on neighborhood information, where each node is assigned a unique value in the range [0, 1]. Each node is then responsible for data with a hash value that matches its virtual node identifier.
Finally, for demonstration purposed, we configured one laptop to act as sink to periodically pull temporarily stored data from the base network. After decoding missing data packets it persistently stores the information and visualizes the data together with statistics on a web interface.
